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Abstract— Modern embedded systems are based on 

microcontroller and microprocessors, mostly in more 

complex systems. Embedded system is meant for specific 

software and hardware integration task. The design 

engineers can optimize it to reduce the size and cost of the 

product and increase the reliability and performance. High 

throughput reduction circuits are typically hand designed for 

specific controlling. In this paper, a new design approach 

that hardware debugging and programming through USB 

using ARM cortex M3 architecture. Processor selection, 

programming options, debug and trace, operating voltage, 

cost, size and support are the important criteria’s that need 

to be considered while selection is made. The proposed 

technique debugging, is a computer program that is used to 

test and debug target program, consisting of a hardware 

implemented module that performs hardware debugging 

through the available JTAG based On-Chip Debugger. This 

approach can be applied to many microcontrollers, since 

JTAG is widely supported interface. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Modern microcontrollers like ARM (Advanced RISC 

machine) can be used to design header board having 

peripherals like USB (Universal Serial Bus), liquid crystal 

display, Ethernet, secure digital cards, keypad, and 

multimedia cards with high cost. Modern System on-a-Chip 

32 bit devices contains a reduced instruction set computer 

(RISC) processor with volatile memory, nonvolatile flash 

memory and standard input output interfaces [1]. 

The term programmer can be used to refer to a 

software developer, Web developer, mobile applications 

developer, embedded firmware developer, software 

engineer, computer scientist, or software analyst. Most of 

current microprocessors include dedicated logic for 

debugging. This circuitry named as on chip debugger, allow 

the designer to access internal resources by means of a 

software tool. These capabilities can be used to modify 

registers and memory contents [12].  Debugger used to test 

and debug the "target" program [6].  

The firmware contained in these devices provides 

the control program for the device. Since the use of 

microcontrollers by hobbyist, developer, college students for 

various activities like academic projects is increasing day by 

day, there is been a major issue of programmer needed to 

burn (or load) the program in respective microcontroller. 

The proposed design for operating system for and plug and 

play USB device, which can built using C and assembly 

language. In addition to this some modules are configured 

with this operating system. A basic configuration block 

diagram of system is shown in figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Basic Configuration of Hardware Debugger 

II. ARM CORTEX M3 

The M profile is designed for deeply embedded 

microcontroller-type systems. ARM cortex M3 architecture 

used for this design. Best performance, pin configuration, 

debug and trace, operating current and voltage, cost, size 

and software development support  are the important 

criteria’s that need to be considered while selection is 

made[5].   

M Profile (ARMv7-M) Processors targeting low-

cost applications are the ones in which processing efficiency 

is important and cost, power consumption, low interrupt 

latency, and ease of use are critical, as well as industrial 

control applications, including real-time control systems. 

The Cortex-M3 is the most widely used of all the Cortex-M 

processors [8].  

The heart of the Cortex-M3 is a high-performance 

32-bit CPU (Central Processing Unit). Like the ARM7, this 

is a reduced instruction set computer (RISC) processor 

where most instructions will execute in a single cycle. This 

is partly made possible by a three-stage pipeline with 

separate fetch, decode, and execute units. This made 

branches on the ARM7 quite expensive in terms of 

processing power. However, the Cortex-M3 include an 

instruction to fetch unit that can handle speculative branch 

target fetches which can reduce the bench penalty. This 

helps the Cortex-M3 to have a support processing power of 

1.25 DMIPS/MHz [5].  

The Cortex-M3 processor includes a nested vector 

interrupt unit (NVIC) that can service up to 240 interrupt 

sources. The NVIC provides fast deterministic interrupt 

handling and from an interrupt being raised to reaching the 

first line of “C” in the interrupt service routine takes just 12 

cycles every time. The NVIC also contains a standard timer 

called the sys-tick timer. A typical use of this timer is to 

provide a timer tick for small footprint real-time operating 

systems (RTOS). A generalized block diagram of ARM 

Cortex M3 architecture is shown in figure 2 below [8], [9]. 
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The Cortex-M family has a very advanced debug 

architecture called Core Sight. The earlier ARM7/9 

processors could be debugged through a joint test action 

group (JTAG) debug interface. This provided a means to 

download the application code into the on-chip flash 

memory and then exercise the code with basic run/stop 

debugging. 

 
Fig. 2: ARM Cortex M3 Architecture 

A JTAG debugger provided a low-cost way of 

debugging, it had two major problems [4]. The first was a 

limited number of breakpoints, generally two with one being 

required for single stepping code and secondly, when the 

CPU was executing code the microcontroller became a 

black box with the debugger having no visibility to the CPU, 

memory, or peripherals until the microcontroller was halted.  

The Core Sight debug architecture within the 

Cortex-M processors is much more sophisticated than the 

old ARM7 or ARM9 processors [5]. ARM cortex M3 

processor applications are Low-cost microcontrollers, 

Automotive, Data communications, Industrial control, 

Consumer products [4]. 

A. Debug and Trace: 

The debug access into a Cortex-M3 processor based system 

is through the Debug Access Port (DAP) that can be 

implemented as either a Serial Wire Debug Port (SW-DP) 

for a two-pin (clock and data) Interface or a Serial Wire 

JTAG Debug Port (SWJ-DP) that enables either JTAG or 

SW protocol to be used [7]. The SWJ-DP defaults to JTAG 

mode on power reset and can be made to switch protocols 

with a specific control sequence provided by the external 

debug hardware. Debug actions can be triggered by various 

events like breakpoints, watch points, fault conditions, or 

external debug requests. When a debug event takes place, 

the Cortex-M3 processor can either enter the halt mode or 

the debug monitor mode. During the halt mode, the 

processor stops program execution completely. The halt 

mode supports single step operations. Interrupts can be 

pended, and can get invoked during single stepping, or be 

masked so external interrupts get ignored during stepping. 

During the debug monitor mode, the processor executes an 

exception handler to carry out the debug tasks, while still 

allowing higher priority exceptions to take place. This mode 

also supports single stepping [7], [4]. 

Traditional system debug is performed through the 

popular JTAG interface that typically requires 5 pins; this 

can be a deterrent to low-cost systems with as few as 10 pins 

in total. The Cortex-M3 processor implements debug 

through the Debug Access Port(DAP), which in addition to 

JTAG, supports Serial Wire Debug technology that enables 

debug through just 2 pins while maintaining the same 

performance as JTAG. By including the optional ETM in 

the system, designers can avail of excellent instruction trace 

capabilities with minimal cost impact [4].  

For mass volume ROM-only microcontrollers the 

Flash Patch technology allows debug actions to be 

performed on read-only code through independent 

remapping of ROM code and data to a region of SRAM. 

This offers device and system engineers the ability to patch 

errors in code at run-time [7]. 

B. Selection Criteria for Hardware Debugger: 

Factors to be considered for selecting a microcontroller 

device for certain application or product are as mentioned 

below [5]: 

1) Processor and Chip package: 

Proper selection of processor and its chip package 

is necessary for size, cost, and performance 

efficiency [11].  

2) Cost and availability:  

Availability of component in market and its cost is 

necessary for hardware design.  

3) Low power consumption:  

It is most important factor. Arm cortex m3 is 

designed for low power consumption. 

4) Performance and maximum frequency:  

ARM Cortex-M3 processor, running at frequencies 

of up to 72 MHz therefore performance is good for 

design. 

5) Operation conditions:  

A larger size board consumes more power than 

compact size. There should be a good balance 

between operating conditions like voltage, current, 

temperature.  

6) Software development tool support:  

There should be Software tools support for future 

development and research work. 

7) Future upgradability:  

It is also a most important factor for future 

development in software and hardware sectors. 

8) Availability of application notes, design examples, 

and support: 

        Availably of user manuals, application notes, design 

calculation examples, technical references are necessary for 

designing hardware and software [11]. 

C. Microcontrollers based on ARM Cortex-M3 processor: 

Table 1 shows a list of leading manufacturers of different 

microcontrollers [11], [13] based on ARM Cortex-M3. 

Manufacturer/ 

Vendor 
Microcontrollers 

Actel Corporation 
Smart Fusion and Smart Fusion 

(A2F060, A2F200, A2F500) 

Analog Devices 

Inc. 
ADuCM3xx series 

Atmel Corporation 
SAM3U, SAM3S, SAM3N, 

SAM3A, SAM3X series 

Cypress Programmable System-on-Chip 
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Semiconductor 

Corporation 

(PSoC) 5 – CY8C5xxxx series 

Spansion Inc. FM3 

Holtek 

Semiconductor 
HT32F1251/51B/52/53 

Texas Instruments 

Inc. 
LM3S1968 (StellarisLM3S) 

NXP 

Semiconductors 

LPC1300 series, LPC1700 

series, LPC1800 series 

ON semiconductor Q32M210 

Silicon 

Laboratories Inc. 
Precision32 

Energy Micro AS 
EFM32 (Tiny, Gecko, Leopard, 

Giant) 

STMicroelectronics STM32 F1, F2, L1 and W-series 

Toshiba 

Corporation 
TX03 series 

Table 1: List of Manufacturers and Their Microcontrollers 

III. THE DEVELOPMENT CYCLE 

Embedded System Design require some criteria’s are 

product requirement, system architecture, microprocessor or 

microcontroller selection, software development, hardware 

development and finally requires hardware and software 

integration. This is the product development cycle of 

embedded system. The embedded system design flow is 

shown in below figure 3 [6]. 

The main development effort was spent on 

hardware design, and programming consisted of writing 

rather simple programs in Assembler. Attention could be 

turned to writing complex and sophisticated programs, we 

will mainly write source code using C. Figure 4 implies 

some of the equipment we are likely to need. The source 

code will need to be written on host computer for example a 

PC, using some sort of text editor. The source code will 

need to be converted into the binary machine code which is 

downloaded to the microcontroller, placed within the circuit 

or system that it will control the target system. That 

conversion is done by the compiler, running on the host 

computer. Program download to the target system requires 

temporary connection to the host computer. 

 

 

Fig. 3: Embedded System Design 

There is considerable cleverness in how the 

program data is actually written into the program memory, 

but that need not concern. Before the program is 

downloaded, it is often possible to simulate it on the host 

computer; this allows a program to be developed to a good 

level before going to the trouble of downloading. However, 

the true test of the program is to see it running correctly in 

the target system. When program errors are found at this 

stage, the program can be rewritten, and compiled and 

downloaded once more [6], [14]. 

 
Fig. 4: Program Development Cycle 

This is the flow of program development. In this 

development software is developed for the hardware testing. 

IV. DEBUGGING 

A debugger is a software application that can run a program 

in systems, Application program run line by line and show 

various pieces of data, such as variables and memory 

contents [8]. For embedded systems, this is often a problem 

because most do not have outputs, and some do not have an 

operating system [1]. Even on systems that do have an 

operating system, sometimes we must look closer at the 

operating system, something that a normal debugger cannot 

do. For this, embedded systems use In-Circuit Emulators 

(ICEs). ICEs are hardware devices that connect to the 

embedded system through a special port [12]. 

Use of debuggers primarily to follow step by step, 

the execution of a program and to understand why portions 

of that program do not function as wanted. Debuggers 

normally require an operating system to run and to have a 

method of communication externally: a serial line, Ethernet, 

monitor, and so on [8].  

ARM processors, and indeed most processors, have 

a specialized way for debuggers to connect to the heart of 

the system to enable external devices to take control. ICEs 

had their own processor, one that was closer to the 

debugging computer, which had input and output to the 

target system. The target CPU was deactivated, and most of 

the calculation was done on the emulator. These devices 

tend to keep their historical name of emulators, even if they 

are debuggers. All calculations are made on the target 

system, and the ICE communicates only between the 
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processor and the debugging computer. Some devices are 

known as In-Circuit Debuggers (ICDs), which is technically 

a more correct name [8]. 

The Cortex-M3 processor includes a number of 

debugging features such as program execution controls, 

including halting and stepping, instruction breakpoints, data 

watch points, registers and memory accesses, profiling, and 

traces [4]. 

The debugging hardware of the Cortex-M3 

processor is based on the Core Sight architecture. 

Traditional ARM processors, the CPU core itself does not 

have a JTAG interface. Instead, a debug interface module is 

decoupled from the core, and a bus interface called the 

Debug Access Port (DAP) is provided at the core level. Via 

this bus interface, external debuggers can access control 

registers to debug hardware as well as system memory, even 

when the processor is running [4].  

The control of this bus interface is carried out by a 

Debug Port (DP) device. The DPs currently available are the 

SWJ-DP (supports the traditional JTAG protocol as well as 

the Serial Wire protocol) or the SW-DP (supports the Serial 

Wire protocol only). A JTAG-DP module from the ARM 

Core Sight product family can also be used. Chip 

manufacturers can choose to attach one of these DP modules 

to provide the debug interface. A specific setup for the 

debugger is shown in below figure 5 [12]. 

Chip manufacturers can also include an Embedded 

Trace Macrocell (ETM) to allow instruction trace. Trace 

information is output via the Trace Port Interface Unit 

(TPIU), and the debug host (usually a PC) can then collect 

the executed instruction information via external trace-

capturing hardware. Within the Cortex-M3 processor, a 

number of events can be used to trigger debug actions. 

Debug events can be breakpoints, watch points, fault 

conditions, or external debugging request input signals. 

When a debug event takes place, the Cortex-M3 can either 

enter halt mode or execute the debug monitor exception 

handler. The data watch point function is provided by a Data 

Watch point and Trace (DWT) unit in the Cortex-M3 

processor. This can be used to stop the processor (or trigger 

the debug monitor exception routine) or to generate data 

trace information. When data trace is used, the traced data 

can be output via the TPIU. In the Core Sight architecture, 

multiple trace devices can share one single trace port. The 

Cortex-M3 processor also provides a Flash Patch and 

Breakpoint (FPB) unit that can provide a simple breakpoint 

function or remap an instruction access from Flash to a 

different location in SRAM. 

 
Fig. 5: Specific Setup for Debugger 

An Instrumentation Trace Macrocell (ITM) 

provides a new way for developers to output data to a 

debugger. By writing data to register memory in the ITM, a 

debugger can collect the data via a trace interface and 

display or process it. This method is easy to use and faster 

than JTAG output. These debugging components are 

controlled via the DAP interface bus on the Cortex-M3 or 

by a program running on the processor core, and all trace 

information is accessible from the TPIU [4], [8], [9]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a hardware debugging based method 

making the device low cost, compact and ideal for high 

performance. These new techniques include hardware 

debugging and programming which support USB based 

debugging for ARM devices. The Programming is also 

possible through JTAG. Other important advantages of this 

method are that it occupies less Space, it consumes less 

power, and it can be compatible ARM devices which uses 

RISC core for fast and more precise. The proposed selection 

criteria’s in this paper can further be expand to have more 

generalized debugging adapter.    
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